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ACFS Simulator – External View and Cockpit 
GTM (Generic Transport Model) 
-  Aerodynamic model of a full-scale generic commercial transport aircraft 
-  Wind tunnel data collected for 5.5% dynamically scaled model 
-  Vortex Lattice Modeling used to generate various damage models 
- Damages include losses to the left wing, left horizontal tail, and rudder 
- Provides a uniform test bed for researchers to evaluate adaptive control and 
intelligent flight planning technologies 
- Simulink based model under development 
- Future  work to include aeroservoelastic (ASE) effects and higher-fidelity 
engine model 
Undamaged GTM  
Emergency Flight Planning Algorithms 
- Two tiered architecture featuring a high-level course planner and a low-
level detailed trajectory planner.  
- High level planner outputs a list of target waypoints to trajectory 
planning algorithm and a rank ordered list of possible landing sites. 
- Low level trajectory planner constructs a kinematically feasible path 
using geometric primitives. 
Work with NRA Partners 
- Real-time identification of flight envelope (Ella Atkins, U. of Michigan)  
- Flight envelope constraints used by planning algorithms  
Baseline Controller with Direct NN Adaptation 
-  Integrate all IRAC technologies into FLTz and ACFS. 
-  Have NASA test pilots perform preselected test maneuvers to evaluate 
adaptive controller performance using Cooper-Harper ratings. 
-  Collect and record flight data and evaluate controllers based on 
traditional control metrics, including stability margins, transient 
performance, tracking performance, and cross-coupling. 
-  Have NASA test pilots fly mission scenarios featuring a combination of 
flight conditions and delayed failures. Evaluate performance and value of 
emergency planning technologies and tools. 
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Intelligent /Adaptive Guidance, Navigation, and Control Architecture 
Considered GTM Damages  
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